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What is Text Mining?

• Text mining: semi-automated process of detecting patterns (useful 
information and knowledge) from large amounts of unstructured
data sources

• Text analysis: an examination of structure, composition, and 
meaning that provides insight to advance some 
purpose…that characterize and describe a text itself. Analysis may 
be heuristic, informal, and/or qualitative.

• Text analytics: methods used for intelligent analyses of textual data; 
a larger set of activities around inference steps of discovering 
information, grouping documents, summarizing information, 
finding themes, and transforming into structured data for predictive 
analyses.
– Systematic application of numerical and statistical methods that derive 

and deliver quantitative information, whether in the form of indicators, 
tables, or visualizations. Analytics is formal and repeatable.
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Essential tool in the T&E “war chest” of capabilities to exploit unstructured data



Text Analytics: Trending Upward
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• In 2015, SAS text mined 
7,000 data scientist job 
descriptions for top skills 
required

• Text analytics is fastest 
growing area

• ~80% of data is 
unstructured and is 
waiting to be analyzed

• “Enhanced use of data 
to improve acquisition 
program outcomes” 
SASC Bill for FY17 NDAA

http://blogs.sas.com/content/text-mining/page/2/



Warm Up…WordCloud
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http://www.defense.gov/News/Article/Article/944767/carter-opens-diux-outpost-in-texas



Warm Up…More Structure
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• Knowing the word frequencies is helpful

• Understanding what words go together for themes is essential



Some T&E Applications of Text Mining

• Finding patterns in voice-to-text translations of communications 
during test and evaluation events

• Chat logs and mission reports
• Learning about the new challenging environments and technologies
• Analysis of text fields in system maintenance reports, software 

trouble reports, FRACAS databases, and other suitability data 
products

• Using mission report text fields to find and group reports by common 
themes

• Boosting survey insights with deeper analysis of free text responses
• Mining historical contractor and industry reports and field data
• Summarizing volumes of MIL-STDS; searching for specific related 

topics
• Sifting through T&E data output from instrumentation
• Identifying patterns through automated software test output analyses
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There is a world of unstructured & owned data waiting to inform the evaluation



Social Media Analytics—Twitter
Sentiment Analysis
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• Real-time feed of social media provides intelligence opportunity

• Example: LeBron James after announcement he is going home
– All Tweets for 5 mins the day LeBron made his statement

• Sentiment analysis/opinion with text mining tabulates the 
number of positive terms and number of negative terms 
(Harvard IV dictionary) from all Tweets



Social Media Analytics—Twitter
Sentiment Analysis Part II
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• Real-time feed of social media provides intelligence opportunity

• Example: LeBron James day after he won championship

• Sentiment analysis/opinion with text mining tabulates the 
number of positive terms and number of negative terms 
(Harvard IV dictionary) from all Tweets



Text Analytics Flow
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• Determine clear study objectives and end-state
• Identify relevant data sources to answer research questions

• Scrape internet with web crawling and social media tools
• Extract text from disparate file types (pptx, doc, txt, pdf, html)
• Strip off code, figures, extraneous characters

• Clean manually with character functions, queries, filters, R&R
• Remove punctuation, numbers, stop words
• Stem and tokenize text, change to lowercase, identify multiwords. 

• Create document term matrix
• Weight matrix based on analysis objectives
• Use Singular Value Decomposition to get structured data

• Discover topics and common themes
• Group like documents and words
• Subset documents and link concepts

• Combine with structured data
• Visualize exploitable patterns
• Understand sentiments and trends



How Exactly Does TM Work?



Answer



Unclassified Text Mining Example 
Aircraft Accident Reports

• Data: Air Force Accident 
Investigation Board Reports

• Objectives: 

– what are common themes?

– what factors contribute to fatal 
accidents?

– what words group together?

– what reports group together?

– how can we link structured and 
unstructured data fields?
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Word Frequency

• We know word counts alone are highly useful 
to mine data

– Origin of abstracts for academic articles base on 
frequencies.

– Many companies basing large decisions from word 
counts in enterprise unstructured data fields like 
survey responses, voice to text translations.

– Think of frequency as the magnitude of a vector.
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Key Quantity: Document Term Matrix 

• DTM is a sparse matrix with documents as rows and terms as 
columns=> 3,200 rows (accident reports) by 800 cols (words) 

• Tallies the word counts for each document
– Mostly 0’s

– Can use binary, term frequency, inverse document frequency, and 
other weighting schemes

• DTM itself is helpful (i.e could do correlation analysis on 
columns), but need to take it a step further with Latent 
Semantic Analysis
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Singular Value Decomposition

• The reduced-rank singular value 
decomposition (SVD) provides us with a 
dimensionality reduction technique.

• The SVD reduces the DTM to a (dense) matrix 
with fewer columns. The new (orthogonal) 
columns are linear combinations of the rows 
in the original DTM, selected to preserve as 
much of the structure of the original DTM as 
possible.
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SVD Example

X1

X2

X1 and X2 describe the location of these points. 
However, they appear to fall mostly along a line. 
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SVD Example

X1

X2

Roughly, the SVD finds a new set of orthogonal basis vectors such 
that each additional dimension accounts for as much of the 
variation of the data as possible.

SVD1

SVD2
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Singular Value Decomposition

• For a DTM X, the SVD factorization is 
𝑋 ≈ 𝑈𝐷𝑉𝑡,

where 
• U is a dense d by s orthogonal matrix U gives us a new rank-

reduced description of documents
• D is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative entries (the singular 

values).
• 𝑉𝑡 is a dense s by w orthogonal matrix, where s is the rank of the 

SVD factorization (s=1,…,min(d,w)), and the superscript t indicates 
“transpose.” V gives us a new rank-reduced description of terms.

• d is the number of documents
• w is the number of words
• s is the rank of the SVD factorization (s=1,…,min(d,w)).
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Topic Extraction With SVD V Matrix

• The 5th eigenvector from the V matrix loads on 
inadequate compensation for crosswinds
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Finding Documents Related to Topic 5:
SVD U Matrix

• If we sort the corresponding U matrix on SVD 5 
descending, we see the reports with inadequate wind 
compensation rise to the top 20



SVD1 vs. SVD2

• Plotting first two eigenvectors is often helpful and a 
recommended first step
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Clustering Terms

• Often, there will be a large 
cluster (seen at right) of 
unimportant terms
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Clustering Terms

• Here we can see with 
a large number of 
clusters, words 
typically associated 
with one another are 
in the same cluster

• The distance matrix 
allows us to see the 
closest terms to any 
specified word
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Clustering Accident Reports

• It is possible to cluster the eigenvectors of the U matrix 
to group accident reports that have common themes

• We can cross-tabulate the clusters with the proportion 
that were fatal

• These clusters were had about 35 records each and all 
were non-fatal
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Bounced Landings: Not Fatal
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Soft Terrain: Not Fatal
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Concentration of Fatal Accidents in Clusters

• The clusters at the bottom of this table have a 
higher concentration of fatal accidents.
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Spatial Disorientation: Fatal
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Drugs: Fatal
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Failure to Maintain Airspeed: Fatal
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Decision Tree for Fatal Using DTM
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• We can use all 800 columns (each a word) in the Document Term 
Matrix as input variables to predict whether or not an accident 
will be fatal

• If land is in the narrative, it will almost surely not be fatal



Most Useful Words to Predict Fatal
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Summary
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• Data is growing exponentially across DOD
• Much of this is unstructured text data
• Text mining takes statistical tools and converts the text 

into meaningful mathematical expressions
• Example uses of text mining

– Concept extraction
– Grouping like documents or records together
– Grouping terms together
– Creating structured variables that represent the text fields 

to use in predictive analytics

• Relatively short learning curve to perform powerful text 
analytics using open source software and commercial 
solutions



Backup Example
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1. What are some common themes?

2. Can we quickly find abstracts within a common theme?

3. Can we place each abstracts in a specific group?

4. Are there certain words that often appear together?

10,000 NSF Abstracts Demonstration



1. Common Themes
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2. Finding MISREPS with a Common Theme
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3. Clustering MISREPs into 
Mutually Exclusive Bins
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4. Words That Group Together
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Text Mining Tasks

• Collect text to form corpus
– Text fields from existing xlsx or jmp columns
– Assemble from directory of disparate file types (pptx, pdf, doc, txt)
– Scrape from websites and social media (Twitter, FB)

• Clean text
– Correct misspellings
– Synonyms

• Parse text and string processing
– Change to lower case, remove punctuation
– Select tokenization method
– Stem words
– Parts of speech tagging

• Filter words
– Create stop word list or start word list
– Identify multi-words (operations research) and multiple word phrases of 

interest  (pilot failure to properly)
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Text Mining Tasks

• Investigate word frequencies
– Word count Pareto diagram and word clouds
– Quickly identify documents containing specific words

• Form Document Term Matrix 
– Sparse matrix with documents as rows and columns are words
– Identify proper weighting scheme (binary, term frequency, inverse document 

frequency…)

• Determine correlations between words
• Reduce dimensionality of DTM

– Perform Singular Value Decomposition or Principal Components
– Create two matrices U-document and V-term

• Find topics and themes
– Plot and interpret rotated latent vectors of V matrix
– Form clusters of like terms from the V matrix
– Use Latent Class Analysis methods

• Discover words that often appear together and link concepts
– Form clusters from the V matrix
– Find terms closest to specific words with distance matrix from clustering
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Text Mining Tasks

• Identify documents with common theme

– Sort U matrix based on corresponding latent dimension

– Perform cluster analysis on the U matrix

• Find and subset documents containing specific words, phrases, or 
themes

• Perform sentiment analysis

– Tally word counts in each document against dictionary of 
positive/negative terms

• Score a response variable by word occurrence

• Conduct association analysis (market basket analysis) to frequent 
word sets

• Combine text data with structured data for predictive analytics

• Classify new documents into existing groups or clusters
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